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Purpose of Predictive Maintenance

＃Avoid unexpected shutdowns and rising 
crisis
There’s a great number of rotating 
machines in the plant, and bearing is the 
heart of them. With a proper inspection, 
you will realize machine language and stop 
the problem become a real one in the 
production line.

＃Eliminate excessive maintenance / 
Optimize annual maintenance fee
Replacing the components without any 
scientific reference can be unnecessary and 
costly. Getting control of machine 
conditions helps to expand the machine life 
cycle and reduce operational costs 
accordingly. 

＃Acceptance review for third-party repair 
quality
How to check on the machine condition of 
returning unit? How to quantify the repair 
benefit of the third-party service?

# A valuable analyst focuses on the 
creative task
Online monitoring can replace manpower, 
concentrating on routine data collection 
with no error and no complaints, enabling 
analysts to focus on more creative and 
higher-value tasks.

# The pricy hidden cost of product delay 
and defect
A sudden break of the motor on the 
production line arises the following hidden 
costs of semi-finished defect, out of control 
overnight shift, replacement time cost, fine 
of delay.

# AI prediction of maintenance schedule, 
accuracy and reliability.
Volumed data is beneficial to future 
prediction. The Proprietary AI algorithm 
gives you actional insights for 7 days to 
come. Zero faults on the production line 
are our ultimate goal!



RM-IoT-B solves your problems in plant！

Cabling difficulty arises from 
the discrete machine

Reduce maintenance cost

Saving inspection manpower

Scientific maintenance basis



Functionality

Rotor Quality：

Built-in ISO 20816/ 10816/ 2372 regulations, applicable for all rotating machinery(Motor,

Compressor, Pump, etc.) Users can prioritize the order of repair according to criticality

signals to avoid unscheduled shutdowns and excessive maintenance.

Temp. Monitor：

Any abnormal machine temperature is a prognostic to defect. Customize the lower and

upper temperature threshold to receive the warning before the problem becomes the real

one!

Vibration Value Threshold:

For the advanced analytics purpose, users can set up the managing threshold for the

alarm standards, including 8 characteristics from 3 axes (Acceleration(0-P, RMS),

Velocity(RMS), Displacement(P-P), Kurtosis, Crest Factor, Skewness, and Deviation) .

AI degradation Inference：

The big data pool, including amplitude, temperature, and relative vibration values, offers

comprehensive sources for AI cross-analysis and prognostic detection. AI system is able

to tell machine degradation level in 7 days, rendering you sufficient time for the corrective

actions.



AI functionality

1. Detect degradation severity

Through the AI algorithm, all data will be interpreted

into machine degradation severity (Normal, Light,

Moderate, Dangerous)

2. Inference of future anomaly trend

Predict the Vrms & Degradation level in 7 days to

come. Once detect any prognostics, the system will

trigger the alarm system.

PHM AI Algorithm

AI model analysisSensor data

Model Training, 
Model Inference, 

Anomaly Detection



1. Infinity coverage

The conventional human inspection has difficulty covering the whole plant area, for

example, the distanced area (outdoors location) or highly dangerous area(High temp. and

overhead location). Because of the LoRa LPWAN technology, the transmit radius distance

can be up to 500-800 meters (relates to the onsite obstacles), and every gateway can

support up to 500 sensors, the max signal coverage solution on the market.

2. A compelling user interface leads to easy operation

Get to understand the current and future machine conditions by color signals and trend 

charts. Measurement point recommendations, ISO norms, along with simple 

configuration, novices can start the monitoring with the least product training. When an 

anomaly is detected, the system will trigger the Alarm log for time-sensitive correction.

3. Flexibility and low-cost deployment

In realistic, considering the budget and benefit review, most of the clients don’t deploy

measuring points all at once, instead they prefer to do it step by step. The flexible

deployment structure is a major advantage for future scalability. The strength of wireless

technology dramatically cuts the cost of cabling and save the space. Users can differentiate

the manage policy per different assets locations and risks.

Feature



4. Rugged and reliable industrial design

The 3 axes wireless sensor is compliant with IP66 level, dust-tight & water jet proof,

withstanding long periods and demanding environmental operation. Wide-temperature

design ensures operational reliability even under a sudden surge of temp. change from

-20ºC to 85ºC.

5. Low-power consumption & Customized transmit interval

Only 2 units of 3.6V AA lithium battery are sufficient for 2-year operation under 30 mins

signal transmit rate. The ultimate flexibility of customized transmit interval can be set from

Min. 10-sec to Max. 24-hour. The generalizability of battery makes it easy to purchase and

replace all by users themselves.

6. Optional Mobile APP visualizes real-time monitoring anywhere/ anytime

Responsive Web Design enables users to have the best view no matter what mobile

devices are adopted. With the smartphone or tablet, you can synchronize with the situation

room, obtaining the first-hand machine conditions, with unlimited login accounts and

locations. When an anomaly is detected, the system will trigger an alarm notification and

save it in an alarm log for your correction, realizing 24/7 real-time monitoring.

Feature



Who said the implementation should be done all at once?

The advantage of RM-IOT-B, Scalability and Flexibility, 

amplifying the strength of wireless technology, dramatically 

cutting the cost of cabling and saving space.

Quick & Scalable
For all stages of expansion and all rotating assets



ISO severity level ( Good, Satisfactory, Unsatisfactory, Unacceptable), Online/ Offline, Temp. Monitor, 
Vibration Value Threshold, Alarm Log 

Software main page



ISO10816 / 20816 / 2372 norms Spots and data of each sensor on the machine 

Trend visualization AI degradation trend

Situation Room, at a glance!



Built-in measurement points on 
common machinery

Built-in a dozen of common rotating machines along with orange pins for marking the measurement 
points. Even no professional background users can start measurement immediately.

Motor Exhaust windmill Roll to roll equipment

Scroll PUMP

Compressor / Vacuum PUMP Gear box

Roll to roll conveyor

Cooling tower



Optional: Mobile APP

Under the structure of a fixed IP intranet, you can review 
machines’ conditions using any of your mobile devices.



RM-IOT-B deployment structure

Transmission radius 500m
(Indoors / more blocking obstacles)

Transmission radius 700m
(Outdoors / less blocking obstacles)

Wired RJ45 connection

Control room
Connect to FDC, MES, PHM, SCADA system

RM-IOT-B system



RM-IOT-B package

・ Powered by 3.6V AA lithium battery (easy to purchase)

・Customized transmit interval( Min. 10-sec to Max. 24-hour )

・Built-in 3 axes accelerometer and thermometer（include 24 characteristic    

vibration values）

・Wide temp. operation -20 ~ 85 °C

・ I66 dust-tight and high pressured water jet proof

Wireless sensor

LoRaWAN Gateway

・ LoRaWAN gateway supports up to 100-500 nodes

・ RJ45 interface for the backhaul connection

・Din rail & wall mount supportive



Field  & Target machine

Field：

Semiconductor Industry, Petrochemical Plant, Food Factory, Pharmaceutical Plant, Paper Mill, Panel Factory, 

Led Factory, Power Plant, Pumping Station, Sewage Treatment Plant,  Processing and Manufacturing, 

Equipment Manufacturers, Maintenance Service Providers, etc.

Target machine:

Pump: vacuum pump, oil pump, sewage pump, etc.

Production equipment: machine tool spindle, cutting machine, etc.

Air compressors: screw, centrifugal, reciprocating air compressors, etc.

Others: cooling towers, exhaust windmills, HVAC, etc.

＋886-3-3561682 service@goodtechnology.com.tw Goodtechnology.com.tw/sms-rc/



Testimony- PCB industry

The more demanding plant performance,

the more pressure on machinery. If motor

can’t run at peak or even a breakdown

will lead to tremendous finance lost, even

worse, the company's reputation.

Implement RM-IO-B to ensure 24/7 peak

performance.



Testimony- Cooling tower Chiller monitoring

Chiller is the critical equipment for various

plants. However, overhead location comes

along with safety concerns, people have

difficulty doing the inspection. RM-IOT-B

solves all the hassles, realizing true

accessibility.


